



This study investigated interpretation of a referred area when the experimenter touch-
pointed at an object part by forefinger. Participants were asked to color a picture of an 
object to show their interpretation of a word meaning while viewing a video of an adult 
uttering a nonsense word and pointing at an object part. In Experiment 1, we examined 
interpretation of referred areas using the objects that have various functions and features. 
When an object that does not have a clear function（e.g., a square wood panel）is pointed, 
participants interpreted the whole object was referred. However, when an object that has a 
clear function was pointed and the pointed part was separable（e.g., knock bottom of a ball-
point pen），participants interpreted the pointed part was referred. When an object that has a 
clear function was pointed and the pointed part was inseparable,（e.g., screw part of a screw 
nail），participants interpreted the whole object was referred. In Experiment 2, we examined 
the effect of coloring parts. We tested whether the participants’ interpretation of the 
referred part changed when the part of the stimuli of Experimental 1 was colored. The 
result was that when an object that does not have a clear function but its part was colored 
and pointed at, the participants interpreted the object part was referred. When an object 
that has a clear function was pointed and the pointed colored part was separable, participants 
also interpreted the pointed colored part was referred. However, when an object that has a 
clear function was pointed and the pointed colored part was inseparable, some participants 
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interpreted the whole object was referred.  The participants interpreted the meaning of the 
adult’s pointing at an object part considering the object’s features, that is, a certain function 





















































































































Fig.1: Screenshots of each stimulus while the experimenter touch-pointed at the object part 
in Experiment 1. “a” means the square wood panel. “b” means the moon shaped panel. “c” 














































































Fig.4: A screen shot of each stimulus while the experimenter touch-pointed at the object part 
in Experiment 2. “a” means the partly colored square wood panel. “b” means the partly 
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